, such that the following diagram is commutative,
Recently, V. L. Hansen [3] has shown that for connected topological spaces X with nondegenerate base point and with the homotopy type of a C W complex of dimension m ^ 1, any finite covering map π\ E > Jean be imbedded into the trivial real (m + l)-plane bundle over X. Our notion of imbedding is the same as his, except we will work in the smooth category.
One naturally asks the following question. To what extent does the vanishing of some iterated cup product of the characteristic class w x (ς) of the involution M n determine an imbedding of ς? into the trivial vector bundle M n x R k over M n Ί The purpose of this paper is to investigate this question.
The vanishing of w\ has already appeared in the literature in other contexts, for example ( [2] , [8] , [9] ). We will be dealing, however, with general two-fold covers rather than just orientation covers.
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A good reference then is [1] 
where h -(h lf h 2 ) and || || is the standard norm in R k . The map g is as required.
In light of the previous lemma, one has the following result. PROPOSITION 
The principal Z 2 -bundle ξ:M->M imbeds in (M X R k -> M) if and only if ζ is classified by the diagram below with f Z 2 -equivariant.
Proof. One has the following diagram classifying ξ.
Let c be the generator of
For k -1, there is the following result.
Proof. If ξ imbeds inlx R\ then w λ (ξ) = 0, by Corollary 2.3. On the other hand if w^ζ) = 0, the line bundle 7 associated to ζ is orientable, and so the structure group Z 2 = 0(1) of 7 reduces to SO(ΐ) -{1}, the trivial group. Thus 7 is a trivial JB-bundle, since it is classified in BSO(1) = point. The natural inclusion of ξ in 7 shows that ξ imbeds in M x R 1 .
, and let η denote the principal Z 2 -bundle N^1 -> N n~ι , where N^1 is a characteristic submanifold for M n . We will need the following lemma. into Q x S fc-1 ; moreover, g may be chosen to take JV" x { -1, 1} into dQ x S° for some inclusion of S° in S k~\ Since the disjoint union P_ + P+ is a trivial two-fold cover of P, the map g extends to an imbedding of M into M x S k~ι covering M. Hence ξ imbeds in the trivial vector bundle M x R k .
We are now ready to state the first theorem. Since u is "dual" to /2p r τ x F %~r , (see [7, p. 155 
